THE ORIGIN OF THE MASTER UNIVERSE
UNIVERSE OF INFINITE GROWTH

The I [M said0 I [M ON*) I [M P*RF*7T) I [M GOOzc
I [M ON* ! SingularityL
I [M P*RF*7T ! Self identification H differentiation with
the formation of the PrebThought SphereL
I [M GOOz ! Premolition at the coreL
*T*RNITY
PrebWill pPremolitionY preceded PrebThought
pPremotionYL In other words) Premolition) which
can be defined as the original desire to zO GOOz)
preceded Premotion) which is the PrebThought plan
to zO GOOzL
Premolition therefore) sits at the center of [LL)
including all Paradise patterns) because once the
I [M selfbidentified as the Infinite One pFatherbI [MY
He first decided He was going to zO GOOz before
He knew exactly what it was He wanted to doL
[s He formulated His Premotion plan the PrebThought
sphere differentiated from the Infinitude while
retaining Infinity which was next sliced into discs
that form the infinite number of Paradise patternsL
The PrebWill of the FatherbI [M is tethered to the
center of each disc or Paradise Pattern and forms a
Premolition 7ircuitL

OUTER SPACE ZONES
SUZ y Superuniverse Zone
OSZ y Outer Space Zones
y Galaxies
y Quatrain Galaxies
y Dark Gravity Bodies
ERSP

y Emergency Reserved Space Pockets

ETERNITY

THE PRE&THOUGHT SPHERE
The I AM as a unified singularity
and the absolute potential of allW
is pure potential and purpose
with Premolition as its coreq

THE I AM ACTUALIZES
The first pattern is applied
and the material foundation
of the Master Universe
is created;

concurrently with the
diﬀerentiation of the
First Source and Center ;FSCN
and the Unqualified Absolute ;UAN
as counterbalancing forcesVq

The net result is the
appearance of the
perfect central universeW
kept in eternal perfection
by the combined pressure
of the FSC and the UAq

I AM

Paradise Trinity

Absolutum
Ultimatum

Opposing pressure flattens
the central ball of matter

Central Isle of Paradise Z Havona

Unqualified Absolute
Unqualified Absolute

Sequence of events flows from left to right but are otherwise timelessH

zYN[MI7 INFINITY
zynamic Infinity exists within the 7ircle of *ternity
because the experiential Gods pSupreme) Ultimate
and [bsoluteY are subject to the dynamism of
freewillL It-s unpredictable and constantly changingL

PR*MOLITION 7IR7UIT
The PrebWill of the FatherbI [M is tethered to the
center of each new I [M H Master Universe Paradise
Pattern and this is called the Premolition 7ircuitL
It is through this Premolition 7ircuit that all future
MUs are both initiated and powered and it-s also where
one may travel back to the FatherbI [M and between
the infinite number of MUs just like one can use the
various forms of gravity circuits nowL

The Premolition zoorway is akin to a birth canal
where each new I [M exits this MU while remaining
attached by the umbilicalblike Premolition 7ircuitL
PR*MOTION
Preb[ction) which is the PrebWill pPremolitionY H Preb
Thought PL[N to zO GOOzL
See also PremolitionL

The Master Universe Age of the ( Superuniverses Begins
The Superuniverse Zone
of the Evolutionary Supreme
SUZ

ISLE OF PARADISE

PR*bTHOUGHT SPH*R*
The original PrebWill pPremolitionY H Preb[ction
pPremotionY spherical master pattern or PL[N of
the FatherbI [ML PrebWill pPremolitionY preceded
the formation of the PrebThought Sphere which
preceded Preb[ction pPremotionY that differentiated
infinite patterns within the original infinite patternL

SUZ

R*[7TIV* INFINITY
Reactive Infinity is when Static Infinity R*[7TS to
a tension with zynamic Infinity once it strays off
course and then forces a course correction to ensure
a successful endingL This is why the zeity [bsolute)
Universal [bsolute and God the Ultimate participate
in the Metatron zeity collective alongside God the
SevenfoldL Reactive Infinity reverberates from the
confluence of the existential 7ircle of Infinity and the
experiential 7ircle of *ternity which resides in the
Universal [bsolute in his role as the 7onsummator
of Universe zestinyL

The Evolutionary Experiment Begins

TH* GR*[T PL[N
The Primary Purpose is the First Thought of the
Universal Father that resulted in the *ternal Son and
the Isle of ParadiseL

The Extension of the q Outer Space Zones

The Secondary Purpose is the unification of all v
Levels of the Trinity of Trinities and the emergence
of the FatherbInfinite concomitant with the creation
of the first Subsequent ThoughtL Subsequent Thoughts
include [x] Functional [bsolutes and [U] new Paradise
PatternsL
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ST[TI7 INFINITY
Static Infinity exists within the changeless nature of
the ” [bsolutes that populate the 7ircle of InfinityL
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SYMPHONY OF 7R*[TION
The Symphony of 7reation envelops the Primary
Premolition 7ircuitL In three dimensional space it has
the shape of a double spiral) and will deliver the
building materials for all duplicate Macro Master
UniversesL

[U] New Paradise Patterns which are sliced from the
original PrebThought pPremolitionYHPreb[ction
pPremotionY spherical master pattern of the Fatherb
I [M will be used to form new I [MsL

This can go on without end because the FatherbInfinite
is capable of producing an infinite number of
Functional [bsolutes and the FatherbI [M is capable of
producing an infinite number of Paradise PatternsL
Therefore) there exists an cInfinity of Infinitiesfc

7IR7L* OF INFINITY
The 7ircle of Infinity is existential and is populated
by the Third Level of the Trinity of Trinities which
includes the ” [bsolutesL This is existential
P[TT*RN resident on ParadiseL The 7ircle of
Infinity and the 7ircle of *ternity become ON* upon
the unification of the Second and Third Levels of the
Trinity of Trinities resulting in the actualization of the
FatherbInfinite who is fully experiencibleL
See also 7ircle of *ternityL

[t Master Universe maturity the FatherbInfinite
wraps around the entire MU like an eggshell which
can continue expanding infinitely outwardL

M*T[TRON
Metatron is *mergency Responder for all MUs and He
can travel the Premolition 7ircuit in a flash should
problems eruptL He can use whatever level of power is
appropriate including a power greater than absolute
which emanates from the center Premolition core of the
PrebThought Sphere and it appears to be PUR* LOV*L

This new Subsequent ThoughtH7ause will then be
launched by the FatherbI [M in the Infinitude as He is
the Preb7ause initiator of all Subsequent ThoughtsH
7ausesL

7IR7L* OF *T*RNITY
The 7ircle of *ternity is built by experience after
experience in age after age and is populated by
the Second Level of the Trinity of Trinities0 God the
Supreme) God the Ultimate and God the [bsolute
pwho is experiential [Nz existentialYL This is
experiential PRO7*SS within the evolving MUL
See also 7ircle of InfinityL

PR*MOLITION zOORW[Y
Sits directly above the v Sources and 7enter of the
Isle of ParadiseL Inside the doorway is the number x
as all patterns begin and end with xL

F[TH*RHOOz
The functional area of the FatherbI [M is responsible
for PrebWill) PrebThought and Preb[ction which is
everything the other side of the Premolition zoorwayL
The FatherbInfinite) in function) is responsible for all
conceptuals) potentials and actuals in accordance
with the Grand Purposes which started with the First
ThoughtH7auseH7onceptL

The Functional [bsolutes pMU [dministrations
unified into ON* beingY created and perfected by
the FatherbInfinite will be combined with a new
Paradise Pattern of the FatherbI [M forming a new
I [ML These new I [Ms will be Subsequent Thought or
7ause) because the original Uncausedb7ause is the
First ThoughtH7ause of this master pattern MUL

GLOSS[RY OF T*RMS

PR*MOLITION
The PrebWill of the FatherbI [M is the original desire
to zO GOOzL Love is defined as the desire to
zO GOOz to othersL Premolition is ORIGIN[L LOV*
and is the core of the PrebThought sphere that
contains Infinity within the InfinitudeL

First Source and Center

INFINITY
Universe creation can go on without end because
the FatherbInfinite is capable of producing an infinite
number of Functional [bsolutes and the FatherbI [M
is capable of producing an infinite number of Paradise
Patterns which were sliced from the original Preb
Thought SphereL Therefore) there exists an Infinity of
Infinitiesf

[x] *ntire MU administrations will be trained within
this MU by the FatherbInfinite for service in new Macro
and Micro MU building adventuresL These Functional
[bsolutes will become ON* yet they will be made up
of M[NY personalitiesL

Cross Section View
-not to scalec

It is impossible for the time conditioned mind to grasp the concepts of eternity. The best one can
attempt to do is follow what is an apparent sequence of events that occurred before time itself existed.

It is through this Premolition 7ircuit that all future
Master Universes pMUsY are both initiated and powered
and it-s also how one can travel back to the FatherbI [M
and between the infinite number of MUs just like one
can use the various forms of gravity circuits nowL
cIn following the chronological portrayal of the origins
of reality) there must be a postulated theoretical
moment of “first” volitional expression and “first”
repercussional reaction within the I [ML In our attempts
to portray the genesis and generation of reality) this
stage may be conceived as the selfbdifferentiation of
The Infinite One from The Infinitude) but the postulation
of this dual relationship must always be expanded to a
triune conception by the recognition of the eternal
continuum of The Infinity) the I [MLc
Source0 Urantia ]ook0 xkjLULU

Truth Beauty and Goodness

FOOTNOT*
W There is nothing else in the Master Universe that is
shaped like the enormous object known as ParadiseL
*verywhere spheres are the norm) even in perfect
HavonaL [ flat disk is a complete oddity) and there
must be an explanation for its shapeL

The Extension of the wyth Outer Space Zone
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The reason for the flattened southern end of Paradise
has already been explained in the 7entral Isle of
Paradise poster) but why is it a disk rather than a
sphere is explained nowL It is the enormous pulling
pressure between the FS7 and the U[ that does the
flatteningL This is what happened when Father
cbanishedc the Unqualified [bsolute to nether
ParadiseL The FS7 and the U[ act like two powerful
magnets pulling toward each other in an attempt to
return to the original state of the singular I [ML
Paradise is the obstacle that allows the two to remain
separated while creating and maintaining the pressure
needed to build everything elseL
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